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However, a moment

came, illuminated from the greatest height when you could not refuse to

yield a check, a municipal check, and therefore his worry stung him only

superficially. Besides

But he wasn't going to worry about it

did get could
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ever

then Seize the

Day

obstructed

Seize the Day

is something

is

Seize the Day



write

sign the receipt

immediately

of guy immediately

again

again



Are you Mrs.

Green?

Maybe I is, and maybe I ain't. Who want to know?

sic

an immense sentry box and



a clumsy, high box with its

and suddenly saw, with

burning self-ridicule, how far his desire had carried him. Then why didn't

he leave? He made ready to go.

To deliver, a check for coal

and clothes, he was keeping her in the cold. She did not feel it, but his face

was burning with frost and self-ridicule. He backed away from her.



corrupt thing

crimes

crime and abomination

horrors

whole



by steady

of heads, legs, bellies, arms





pressed himself nearer

Reynor worked themselves

closer



felt

Without having spoken he knew that he was already

outweighed and overborne.

knew, before a

single word was spoken



effrontery

if wrongly aimed, and she put



the whole force of her spirit into them. attacked with her voice.

Her small eyes she kept averted, so that

She was telling the truth.

behaved like a liar. The look of her small eyes

also seemed





consenting

real

its reality

consented and so

reality there was

do it



that

saw that

Raynor had grasped this

blundering down and talking

on his coat

rousing



climbing down while she talked

She blundered into him.

though they touched only his coat,

ridiculously

Yes,

He

looked eagerly up the narrow height of the green wall.

Sure because

probably

He looked eagerly upward. Under the light was

a high narrow brown wall.



However, he could not go. He

could not acknowledge that what he had found was too much for him

But when he

tried he found himself unable to turn away.
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